
Case Study
Protecting Fans and Stadiums

- Salvatore DeAngelis

Citizens Bank Park, the home of the Philadelphia Phillies, and its surrounding 
complex hosts more than 250 events per year. This includes baseball games, 
festivals, concerts, and other events that draw thousands of attendees to the 
complex. While the stadium has excellent security and camera coverage both 
inside and immediately surrounding the ballpark, they saw a need for 
increased coverage in their parking lots.

Director of Operations and Security for the Philadelphia Phillies

“You want people to feel safe when they come to the ballpark. 
If they don’t feel safe, they’re not going to come back.”
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Phillies' goals with LVT:

Results:

Increase security for 2.7 million 
fans per season

Company:
Philadelphia Phillies

Location:
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Industry:
Sports and entertainment

Solution:
Deploy two D3 Mobile Security Units

- Salvatore DeAngelis
 Director of Operations and Security for the Philadelphia Phillies

“I believe in the product. I’ve seen the capabilities 
of what it can do…It solved a problem for us that 
ɩƵ�ǲȁƵɩ�ɩƵ�ǘƊƮ�Ǟȁ�ȌɐȲ�ȯƊȲǲǞȁǐ�ǶȌɈڑٳى
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Secure open parking lots with limited infrastructure    ظ
Protect fans’ vehicles while on property    ظ
Record video evidence of any incidents    ظ
Deter theft, vandalism, and violent crimes in lots    ظ

LVT solutions:

Assess Phillies’ situation and needs    ظ
Deploy two D3 Mobile Security Units    ظ
Access to 24/7 monitoring    ظ
 Equip units with active deterrence with strobe and    ظ
˜ȌȌƮ�ǶǞǐǘɈȺ�ƊȁƮ�ɈɩȌٌɩƊɯ�ȺȯƵƊǲƵȲȺ

“You want to feel safe when you go outside, when you go to a facility like ours, to forget about the real world for three 
hours. If they (fans) don’t feel safe, they’re not going to come to the ballpark.”

Increase safety for workers, fans, team members, 
audiences, and attendees.

“It wasn’t long after these were installed that we saw the capabilities. A female fan’s car was struck by another fan’s 
vehicle. They got out to assess the damage and the person that hit her just got back in his car and left. We captured 
the entire incident on camera.”

Record evidence of any incidents including hit and runs, 
ƦȲƵƊǲٌǞȁȺة�ɨƊȁƮƊǶǞȺǿة�ƊȁƮ�ǿȌȲƵخ

“These are great for one-off events, festivals, things you may not have the infrastructure for hard cameras, but you still 
need to deploy something.”

Easy mobility helps cover different parking lots for a 
variety of events.

“[The units] act as a deterrent to people that are parking in that area. You see theft goes down—people aren’t as likely 
to act up in those areas.”

Deter crimes and incidents in the parking lots.

“One of the biggest expenses would be running cable to your parking lots feeding off of your building to then solve any 
camera coverage needs in the parking lots. [With LVT] there’s no wire, it’s solar paneled, and the price is right. The 
coverage is great. Our two deployed units have really helped us by just gaining that coverage of the parking lot.”

Increase parking lot coverage without heavy installation.


